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ABSTRACT
During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, Milan’s armorers produced exquisite armors of
exceptional quality that were sought-after by Europe’s nobles, kings, and princes. Milanese merchants
both exported their goods and established branch workshops in foreign cities. This thesis explores the
interplay of technology, culture, politics, history, and geography that created an environment in which
Milan’s armor industry could thrive. Fundamental to this assertion is that neither the success nor the
eventual decline of the Milanese armor industry was the result of a singular decisive incident, trend, or
person; rather, various conditions aligned such that Milan became – for a time – the preeminent center of
armor production in Europe.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Figure 1-1 Plate armor of Henry VIII of England, mid-16th century.
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Constructed from steel and gold, Henry VIII of England’s last suit of battle armor is tall,
menacing, and cuts an impressive figure in the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Arms and Armor
Court (figure: 1-1). What is most remarkable about the renowned warrior king’s suit armor is that
it was not made in England; rather, it is of Italian origin, likely Milanese.
Although initially surprising, the importation of armor – both lavish high-end suits like
Henry VIII’s, and more pedestrian armors worn by mercenaries and men-at-arms – was a fairly
common practice in the later Middle Ages and Renaissance. The northern Italian city of Milan,
famous in the present day for its fashion industry, was from the 13th to the 16th century the
preeminent center of European armor production.
Key to the prominence of Milan’s armor industry was an interplay of technology,
resources, culture, politics, and geography. This thesis explores the resulting specific conditions,
asserting that neither the success nor the decline of the Milanese armor industry was the outcome
of a singular decisive incident, trend, or person; rather, various factors aligned such that Milan
achieved fame, fortune, and skillful excellency in the art of armoring. The decline of Milan’s
armor industry was the result of technological and geopolitical changes that left Milan less
important to European politics, and its armor industry facing greater competition for a market
dwindling due to widespread use of effective firearms.
The ascendancy of the Milanese armor industry could not have occurred without the
widespread use of armor in Medieval Europe. Accordingly, the second chapter of this work
explores the history of European armor from the fall of the Roman Empire until the decline of
armor’s use in the 17th century. This history critically familiarizes the reader with various types of
armor and highlights the importance of offensive weapons, namely the crossbow and the gun, as
drivers of evolution in armor design.
Details of the infrastructural and natural resources fundamental to Milan’s armor industry
are discussed in the third chapter. Focusing on the application of water-powered mechanization
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and metallurgy in the armor industry, this chapter explores how the synergy of mechanization and
metallurgy enabled production of the large pieces of metal needed for many types of armor.
The fourth chapter engages Milan’s economic geography – which provided the city with
access to mineral resources, waterways, and trade routes to markets in the Italian Peninsula and
beyond – as well as Milanese political history, highlighting the city’s era of autonomy from end
of the 12th through the middle of the 16th century, during which Milan was one of the most
important urban centers of Europe. The combination of politics and place contributed to Milan’s
geopolitical importance in the in the 13th, 14th, and 15th centuries
The fifth chapter focuses explicitly on armorers of the renowned Missaglia and Negroli
families, as well as clients of the Milanese industry as a whole. Exploring the armorers’ physical
location and social standing within Milan provides a sense of the skill and savvy of these
craftsmen–businessmen who commanded an expansive market. In concluding, this work looks at
the decline of the Milanese armor industry, and in so doing returns to the very notions of what
made the city’s armor remarkable. Milan’s armor industry was more than just a collection of
craftsmen; it was a complex network of skilled merchant–armorers who sold their superior wares
to Milanese Dukes and their courtiers, as well as foreign dignitaries, soldiers, and states.
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Chapter 2
History of Armor
This chapter chronicles armor’s changing form, from late antiquity to the Renaissance. This
analysis is helpful because while it provides general information about armor; it also discusses the decline
of armor use in Europe beginning in the late 16th century, an integral element contributing to the fall of
Milan’s armor industry. 1 From the armors used by the Roman Legionaries to the bulletproof harnesses of
Renaissance nobility, and what came between, this chapter divides the evolution of Medieval armor into
five epochs, each characterized by overarching armor trends.
In broadest terms, Medieval armor can be understood as being either hard or soft. The latter
generally took the form of leather or cloth garments, sometime quilted for extra padding, and often worn
in conjunction with a hard armor. Hard armors were made from various metals, horn, whale bone, and
cuir-bouilli,2 and
came in various
forms. This work
focuses on hard
armors are which are
sub-categorized as:
scale/lamellar, mail,
coats of
plates/brigandine, and
plate armor.

Figure 2-1 Modern reproduction of Roman Lorica Squamata, a type of scale armor.

1

Also see Appendix A for further discussion of the weights and costs of armor.

2

Hardened leather.
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Types of Armor
Scale armor, so called because it resembles the scales of a
fish, is composed of numerous small ‘scales’ that are attached either to
one another, or to a leather or fabric underlayment. Generally, a piece
of scale armor would be arranged so that the lower portions of the
upper row of scales would cover the tops of the next lower row of
scales and so on (figure: 2-1). Lamellar is differentiated from scale
armor in that it is most often freestanding without a fabric lining so the
metal or leather scales are simply laced to one another. Another

Figure 2-2 Detail of 15th century
riveted mail, with seal of
Nuremburg.

distinguishing feature of Lamellar is that the scales were oriented so that the top edge of the lower scale
rested against the outward portion of the next higher scale’s bottom edge. The scales in either scale armor
or lamellar were made from a variety of materials
depending on the era and producer.
Mail, often erroneously known as
‘chainmail,’ was made from many interlocking rings
of metal, most often woven so that each ring
attached to four others as in figure 2-2. This pattern
of manufacture leads to a flexible ‘cloth’ that can be
woven into distinct garments such as mail shirts (see
figure 2-3), trousers, and mittens, or it can be
fashioned into smaller sections that could be hung as
a neck guard from the back of a helmet. Because of
its flexibility, mail armor provided limited
protection from blunt trauma, but it did provide
Figure 2-3 15th century mail shirt from Nuremburg.

good defense against cuts from swords or axes.
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Throughout its use, most of the small rings, generally called links, were either punched from a sheet of
material or made from wire that was riveted or welded shut. In very rare instances were wire links simply
‘butted’ shut.
Coats of Plates or
Brigandine were a type of
defense made from metal plates
riveted to fabric. Although
seemingly similar to scale armor,
coats of plates are differentiated
for three reasons. First, coats of
plates were developed during the

Figure 2-4 Interior of Brigandine showing plate overlap.

13th and 14th centuries and remained in use until the 17th century, while scale armor dates back to
antiquity. Secondly, the plates in a coat of plates were generally attached to the interior of the cloth and
although they overlapped they did not do so in the characteristic manner of scale armor. This difference
can be seen by contrasting figures 2-1 and 2-4. The former illustration demonstrates the fishlike overlap
of scale armor, while the latter shows the interior of a 15th century Italian Brigandine. Lying flat the
Brigandine’s numerous plates are just barely overlapping, but because of their curvature, and the multiple
directions of overlap, when the Brigandine is donned the plates would overlap further and create a tubular
shape around the trunk with the front and back chest plates extending up over the shoulders and collar.
Brigandines would have been laced or buckled up the front or back of the wearer’s torso and the multiple
directions of overlap allowed the plates to have some mobility giving the wearer flexibility in the trunk. In
later Brigandines, numerous smaller plates replaced the larger ones seen in figure: 2-4 providing further
mobility. Coats of plates and Brigandines were used by men-at-arms and nobles alike, and expensive
Brigandines were often covered an external layer of decorative velvet with showy rivets.
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Plate Armor, also called white
armor because of its shine, was composed
of numerous large and small plates attached
to one another with straps, buckles, hinges,
and in later suits, sliding rivets. White
armors, first produced in northern Italian –
with the Milanese Avant armor (figure: 2-5)
being among the earliest complete armors of
this type – are in many ways the zenith of
the armorer’s craft and are popularly
synonymous with modern conceptions of
knightly armor, jousting, and chivalry. The
metal plates, generally iron or steel, were
rarely covered by fabric or leather. In many
cases, they were polished and, in the lordlier
examples, highly decorated. Plate armor
initially was used to augment mail armor,
but eventually replaced mail in Europe as
the preferred defensive raiment. In the late
Middle Ages and in the early Renaissance,
suits of plate armor would have included
protection for the entire body, and in many
cases the craftsmanship was of such quality
that very few gaps existed between the

Figure 2-5 Known as the Avant Armor, this suit of full plate was produced in
Milan around 1450, and is among the earliest extant suits of full plate armor.
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suits’ elements. Despite popular misconceptions, the wearers of these suits retained a great deal of
mobility and flexibility.
These descriptions are by no means exhaustive, and numerous works – including Claud Blair’s
European Armour and Kelly DeVries’ Medieval Military Technology – address the details of Medieval
armor far more completely than the topic can be examined here. However, these rudimentary descriptions
should make the timeline of armor development in Europe more understandable and are helpful in
understanding the products of the armorers of Milan.

Rome and the Barbarians (c. 300–1000 C.E.)
The Legionnaires and auxiliary forces of Rome employed used a variety of armors
throughout their centuries of activity. Perhaps the most iconic Roman armor is lorica segmentata which
was composed of strips of metal (bronze or iron) curved to wrap around the body and attached to one
another by hooks, buckles, and strapping. This armor remains a popular choice for reenactors and often is
used to distinguish Roman soldiers in toys, art, and film. Despite modern familiarity with lorica
segmentata, the latter years of the Roman empire saw its diminished use within the ranks of the Roman
military as it was replaced by lorica squamata and lorica hamata, both of which were simpler to produce,
but afforded the wearer less protection. 3 Lorica squamata was a long shirt made from many small metal
‘scales’ laced together, and attached to a cloth under-layer. Lorica hamata was a mail shirt constructed
from a mixture of links that were either punched from sheets of iron or made from wire which was either
riveted shut, or simply butted closed. 4 The Romans’ lorica hamata was an adaptation of mail armor

3
4

Kelly Robert DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, (Broadview Press, 1992), 54.
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 54.
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thought to have been created by the Celts as early as the 3 rd century B.C.E. 5 Lorica hamata was used
widely within the Roman army by infantry and cavalry units.
The various ‘barbarian’ peoples, whose attacks contributed to the fall of the western
Roman Empire, fought largely without body armor, although they frequently used shields. In the cases
where armor was worn by chieftains or nobles, it was often similar to the scale lorica squamata and mail
lorica hamata of the late Romans. As the barbarians settled in Western Europe in the centuries following
the fall of Rome, there was an increasing emphasis among them on the use of body armor. This trend is
most clearly articulated in several of Charlemagne’s edicts from the 790s through to 805 C.E. that
required nobles in ownership of a specified amount of land to possess armor and weapons and provide
military service when called upon. 6
In the early Middle Ages, shields continued to be the most readily available defensive equipment,
and were used widely by noble and common warriors throughout western Europe. Conical helms made
from plates of iron riveted together also were common, often boasting a protruding nasal bar and in some
cases an attached mail neck guard. With regard to the body, cloth or padded armor, or no armor at all,
would have been the most prevalent, but scale and mail armor, akin to that of the Romans, was used by
the best armored warriors, with shirts of mail, variously known as hauberks or byrnies, being the
preferred torso defense. 7

Sim, David. “Roman Chain-Mail: Experiments to Reproduce the Techniques of
Manufacture.” Britannia 28. (1997): 359–71. doi:10.2307/526776. 359; Alan Williams, The Knight and
the Blast Furnace: A History of the Metallurgy of Armour in the Middle Ages & the Early Modern
Period, (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2003), 29.
6
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 58.
7
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 58-62; Williams, The Knight and the Blast Furnace, 31-31.
5
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Armor of the Bayeux Tapestry (c. 1050–1200 C.E.)

Figure 2-6 Norman and Saxon warriors in mail hauberks, conical helms, and carrying kite shield at the Battle of Hastings
1066 C.E.

The Bayeux Tapestry (a segment is shown in figure: 2-6), created in the years after the Norman
invasion of England in 1066, is recognized by scholars of Medieval armor as providing an excellent
visualization of armor in the late 11th century.8 It depicts Norman and Anglo-Saxons occupied by various
tasks, including preparing for and during battle. In many ways, the armor depicted in the Bayeux Tapestry
is not hugely different from the armor worn by earlier western Europeans, particularly in respect to body
armor. Most of the armored figures are shown wearing long shirts of mail armor which stretch to the
wearer’s knees and are slit from the hem towards the groin to facilitate movement and mounting a horse. 9
Many of the Tapestry’s warriors are also shown wearing mail coifs, which were hoods of mail. Frequently
this mail hood was attached to the hauberk, although hoods occasionally it was a separate piece. Coifs
were either worn by themselves or in conjunction with a helmet to protect the head and neck. The highest
ranking of the Anglo-Saxons and Normans are shown on the Tapestry wearing mail chausses, or leggings.
The armor of the figures illustrated in the Bayeux Tapestry is in accordance with Claude Blair’s
note in European Armour, that “it is probably safe to say that during the period c. 600-c.1250 when
anything other than soft armour was worn it was in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred made of mail.”10

8

Claude Blair, European Armour: Circa 1066 to Circa 1700, (London: Batsford, 1972), 23; also see
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology.
9
Blair, European Armour, 23; DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 64-65.
10
Blair, European Armour, 19.
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Blair’s comment speaks to the period of mail armor’s dominance in Europe, a period that he and other
scholars term “the age of mail.” 11 Also, the unarmored figure in the battle scene (figure: 2-6) is a reminder
that not all Medieval warriors were fortunate enough to be equipped with such protective gear.
The Bayeux Tapestry indicates more than continuity with previous armor trends; it also depicts
some advancements and evolutions. Of particular note is the extensive use by the Normans and Saxons of
tall kite shaped shields with rounded tops that extend down in a long taper to a slightly rounded point.
These shields would have provided more protection, particularly for horsemen, than the round shields that
were common in the earlier Medieval period, although such round shields had not been completely
abandoned as evidenced by some of the figures in the Tapestry. Regardless of shape, the shields were
likely all constructed of wood, probably covered in leather or fabric, with a metal boss and some form of
either metal or leather edging. Similarly, most of the shields are decorated. The warrior would have held
the shield with the aid of either a set of leather straps or a wooden grip riveted to the back of the shield. 12
Many of the warriors are shown wearing a conical helm, with a protruding nasal guard that is mostly
consistent with those that had been in use in preceding centuries, although the shape of the helm had
changed slightly.
In large part the long mail shirts, kite shaped shields and conical helms depicted in the Bayeux
Tapestry remained characteristic of the armor worn by warriors across Europe, from England to Hungary,
Denmark to Italy, through to the beginning of the 13th century.13 This said, during the 12th century there
were four noteworthy developments represented in artistic sources. First, protection for the foot was
added, in the form of a mail covering for the top of the shoe which generally extended from the bottom of
the chausses. Second, and in a similar fashion, mail mittens become commonplace, often being integrated
into the sleeves of the hauberk and having cloth or leather palms to facilitate gripping. Mail coifs
underwent the addition of a ventail, which was a mail flap attached to the coif that could be drawn up to

11

Williams, Knight and Blast Furnace; DeVries, Medieval Military Technology.
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 63.
13
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology 66-67.
12
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protect the wearer’s mouth and nose. Finally, and perhaps most noticeable, was the addition of the
surcoat, a cloth garment that was worn over the mail hauberk.14 The original purpose of the surcoat
remains a matter of debate, with suggestions ranging from the practical implications of keeping a
warrior’s armor clean to providing a medium to display the warrior’s heraldic device. Regardless of its
primary purpose, the surcoat became an increasingly regular part of a warrior’s attire towards the end of
the 12th century.15

Introduction of Plate Armor
Through the first part of the 1200s, both shields and helmets underwent significant evolution.
With regard to shields, the kite shield that had been in use since at least the middle of the 11 th century
became shorter and more triangular in shape, a shift likely driven by the prevalence of mail chausses
which reduced the need for the protection provided by the long kite shield.16 Meanwhile the conical nasal
helm, which even when worn with a mail coif, left the face and neck inadequately guarded, evolved into
the so-called great helm. The large, soup can-like, defense gave the wearer a far greater level of
protection, albeit with the detrimental effect of marginally impaired vision. Such a tradeoff was
acceptable to many of the more affluent mounted warriors of the 13 th century, but among infantry, the loss
of vision could be deadly in the thick of a melee. Accordingly, a second helmet came into use around the
same time as the great helm. Known variously as the chapel-de-fer, or kettle hat, it was constructed from
several pieces of metal riveted together, or a single large piece, and incorporated a wide brim to help
shield the wearer from horsemen’s blows. The kettle hat generally resembled the British ‘tin hats’ of the

14

DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 68.
Blair, European Armour, 28.
16
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 70.
15
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First and Second World Wars.17 The smaller triangular shields, great helms, and kettle hats are depicted in
figure: 2-7, a battle scene from The Morgan Crusader Bible of the 1240s.

Figure 2-7 The Crusader Bible from the 1240s illustrates the changing form of helms and shields, as well as the continued
use of mail and the introduction of the surcoat.

Thirteenth century developments in offensive weaponry, namely the increasing availability and
use of crossbows, meant that mail armor was increasingly vulnerable. Mail had always been susceptible
to bludgeoning and piercing, but as crossbows became more prevalent and more powerful – with the
implementation of first horn and sinew composite bows, and eventually steel bows – new defensive
technologies were needed to protect warriors on the battlefield. 18 Implemented technologies took various
forms including cuir-bouilli, and whalebone, but without doubt the most significant materials were latten,
iron, and steel. The initial protective additions were mostly of a supplemental nature, worn in conjunction
and as subsidiary to the mail hauberk. An example of this is found in the record of a fight between

17

DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 71-73; Blair, European Armour, 31-32.
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 75; Jim Bradbury, The Routledge Companion to Medieval
Warfare, (London; New York, NY: Routledge, 2004), 242; for an extensive examination of the efficacy
of arrows against chain mail see Russ Mitchell, “Archery versus Mail,” in Journal of Medieval Military
History vol: 4, ed. Clifford J. Rogers, Kelly DeVries, and John France.
18
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Richard I of England ‘the lion hearted’ (d. 1199) and William de Barres, in which each individual is
described as having worn metal plates under their mail hauberks. What form these plates took is not clear,
but given the developments of the following decades, they were likely akin to early coats of plates. 19
The prevalence of plate elements in armor increased rapidly in the second half of the 13 th and
beginning of the 14th centuries, largely in response to the prevalence and lethality of crossbows, but also
related to the increasing capacity of Medieval metallurgists to produce iron plates large enough to be used
to make pieces plate armor, a topic more fully addressed in Chapter 3. Scholars of Medieval armor tend to
suggest that the first pieces of plate protection were relatively small – compared to a breastplate – and
protected the extremities. Such pieces included sabatons guarding the feet, shynbald for the shins, poleyns
for the knees, cuisse for the lower thigh, and pauldrons, rerebrace, couters, vambrace, and gauntlets
fulfilling a similar function for the arms. 20 There is the potential that the development of the coat of plates
for the torso may have been concurrent to plate protection for the extremities, but because of the
shrouding effect of the ubiquitous surcoat the torsos of most knightly figures are not discernable in the
visual sources.21
Despite the occasional difficulty in spotting the coat of plates in sculptures or illustrations, plate
armor became increasingly prevalent in the first decades of the 14th century.22 In the mid-14th century
literary work, the Romance of Alexander, (figure: 2-8) many of the illustrations depict warriors wearing
coats of plates with plate armor protection for their extremities. As the 14th century continued breastplates
independent of the coat of plates began to appear. One example of this Churburg, dated to c. 1380–90, is
composed of a rounded plate connected on its left and right to a series of vertical plates that would have
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DeVries, Medieval Military Technology,73; Blair, European Armour, 37-38.
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 76-77; Blair, European Armour, 39, 44.
21
Blair, European Armour, 39.
22
Blair, European Armour, 40.
20
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Figure 2-8 From the mid-1300s this image from the Romance of Alexander shows knights wearing coats of plates
with plate armor for the legs and arms, similar to figure 2-9 below.

wrapped around the wearer’s body as a defensive girdle while the large rounded plate provided the bulk
of the protection for the front of the chest. 23

The Age of Plate
By the beginning of the 15th century the surcoat was largely abandoned and plate armor was
specially formed to divert an opponent’s attack into a glancing blow, and the armors’ brightly polished
surfaces had the added benefit of shining in the sun. 24 This ‘knightly’ armor – which in its entirety is
variously known as a suit, harness, or garniture of plate armor – was composed of a multi-part torso

23
24

Blair, European Armour, 60.
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 78-79.
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defense including breastplate, back-plate, a smaller lower breastplate known as a plackart, as well as a
series of overlapping hoops that formed a sort of skirt protecting the waist and upper legs called a fauld.25
This combination of parts gave the wearer a range of torso movement that would not have been
achievable in an armor of fewer parts.
The shoulders and upper arms were protected by pauldrons, which were often crafted
asymmetrically, sacrificing some protection in the wearer’s weapon arm to allow greater mobility while
maintaining better defense on the other shoulder. Defense for the lower arms remained largely unchanged
from the form that had developed through the preceding century. Cylindrical vambrace and rerbraces
generally had hinges which allowed them to be opened, and they were either latched or strapped closed,
encasing the upper arm and the forearm. A couter, or small bowl like piece of armor guarded the elbow
and connected the upper rerebrace and lower vambrace. 26 Gauntlets changed from the fingered version
common in the 14th century, to a more protective mitten made from a series of articulated plates.
Gauntlets, like the pauldrons, were sometimes made asymmetrically with more plates in the right hand
adding to the gauntlet’s range of motion but slightly reducing its defensive qualities. 27 The ‘legharnesses’
(a collective term that describes the contingent parts of a plate defense for the leg taken as a whole) was
much the same as it had been in earlier the 14th century.28
The rise of plate signaled mail’s decline as a key component of armor. Increasingly, mail was
relegated to parts of the body, such as the underarm, groin, and inside of the elbows, that were difficult to
protect with plate armor. The suit of armor depicted in figure: 2-9 has clearly visible mail protection for
the insides of the arms, as well as on the neck. Because of its mesh-like qualities, mail remained in use in

25

DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 81.
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 81-82.
27
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 82.
28
DeVries, Medieval Military Technology, 82-83.
26
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locations that required a greater degree of flexibility. In
these places, the mail segments were sometimes attached
by straps, but were often sewn directly to the padded
garment worn under the plate armor. 29
Plate armor’s effectiveness also prompted changes
to the protective padding worn under a warrior’s armor.
The haubergeon, a heavily padded shirt that had
traditionally been worn under the mail hauberk, was
replaced by the arming doublet, which was a slightly
padded version of the civilian doublet, often with arming
points where pieces of armor could be laced into position
(in figure: 2-9 the red laces of the pauldrons are visible to
the left and right of the mail neck defense). Although it did
provide some padding, the arming doublet was mostly
oriented towards helping suspend various pieces of armor
and protecting the wearer from chaffing plates. 30

The End of Medieval Plate
The first known European reference to gunpowder
weapons was in 1326, about when coats of plates were
beginning to become standard knightly attire. 31 By the time

Figure 2-9 A suit of Italian 15th century Italian
armor combining brigandine torso defense with
plate armor for the extremities.

the knights were wearing full plate armor at the beginning of the 15 th century, gunpowder weapons were
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increasingly common, both in the form of siege cannons and personal ‘handguns.’ Like crossbows, guns
provided a deadly and simple weapon, and could be used by even minimally trained troops such as city
militias (Milan’s militia began using handguns as early as the middle of the 15 th century) and peasant
armies, such as the Hussites. 32 Analogous to the changes in defensive technologies necessitated by the
ubiquity and effectiveness of crossbows, the power and lethality of guns during the 16 th and 17th centuries
drove shifts in armor design and usage.
In the 16th century, as early state armies began to form, armors specifically designed for infantry
began to be produced. Made in large numbers, these armors, known as half- or three-quarter armor,
corslets, or in some cases Almain rivets left all or a portion of the legs unarmored so as to reduce the
weight of the armor. In 1512, King Henry VIII’s purchased 2,000 suits of Almain rivet, followed shortly
thereafter by a further purchase of 5,000 complete armors from Milan (armor cost is further explored in
Appendix A).33 Removing the lower defenses of infantry armor was in part a means of compensating for
the thickening of plates on other parts of the body in an attempt to guard against firearms. 34
The threat of guns was such that some armorers began to quality test their products against
firearms prior to sale, and tiers developed such that a customer could purchase armors ‘proven’ against
different levels of firearms. 35 Despite armorers’ efforts to thwart them, more powerful firearms – largely a
result of superior gunpowder 36 – and their adoption by militaries across Europe heralded the closing of the
period of what could be called knightly armor. Breastplates, brigandines, helms, gauntlets, and other
pieces of armor remained in use into the first decades of the 17th century, but increasingly full suits of
armor were abandoned, because most armors were unable to protect the wearer from bullets and those
that were bulletproof were too cumbersome to be advantageous. 37
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Defensive raiment underwent a series of distinct changes during the course of the Medieval
through Renaissance periods. Some changes, like the addition of the surcoat, were mostly cosmetic and
did little to alter the defensive characteristics of the warrior’s garb. Other developments, like the
introductions of plates, fundamentally changed the form and level of protection of armor. These
developments did not occur of their own accord; rather, they were responses to changing battlefield
threats, namely crossbows and later guns. Moreover, the development of armor was further impacted by
the changing state of Medieval metallurgy, as will be discussed in the Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Resources and Technology
The developments in armor discussed in Chapter 2 occurred parallel to changing, and
increasingly mechanical, means of resource extraction and refinement. This chapter explores the
evolution and uses of waterpower in Medieval Europe, particularly in reference to its application in
metallurgy and armoring. Medieval metallurgy also is discussed, again with emphasis placed on its
relation to armoring. Taken as a whole this chapter sets out the role of technology and metallurgy in the
Medieval armorer’s craft, drawing on examples from across Europe.

Waterpower in the Medieval Period
The most important technologies related to the armorers’ craft were the various water-powered
machines that were in widespread use during the Middle Ages. 1 As Jean Gimpel notes, “the fact is,
machines were not something foreign or remote to the townsman or the peasant in his fields. The most
common was the mill, converting the power of water or wind into work: grinding corn, crushing olives,
fulling cloth, tanning leather, making paper”2 and pertinent to this work, driving furnace and forge
bellows, lifting the trip-hammer, and turning the polishing wheel.
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Waterpower was essential to the function of many European machines. Indeed, Gimpel
sees the importance of waterpower to Medieval European society as comparable to the necessity of oil in
the 20th century.3 Mills harnessing the power of fast-flowing streams were not new to Europe; they had
been in use since at least Roman times. 4 Despite their heritage, mills saw a significant increase in
prominence through the Middle Ages. The Domesday Book, a survey of the wealth of England undertaken
shortly after the Norman invasion in the second half of the 11 th century, records 5624 mills, a sum that –
due to the book’s incompleteness – likely underestimates the number of mills in England. In mainland
Europe, there was a similar surge of mills, with one French district, Aube, recording 14 mills in the 11 th
century and almost 200 by the 13th.5

Figure 3-1 A horizontal water mill grinding grain.
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Medieval waterwheels were of two main types: horizontal and vertical. The horizontal was less
powerful, and accordingly it was primarily appropriate for milling grain (figure: 3-1) The vertical wheel
was both more powerful and more common. Dams and channels, called ‘mill races,’ were used to
increase the speed of the water as it flowed onto the wheel. The location where the water came into
contact with the wheel also varied for vertical wheels. Undershoot wheels had the water flow along the
lowest part of the waterwheel, as would be the case if the mill was on the bank of a stream and the wheel
had its lower portion submerged. Overshoot mills required more substantial infrastructure to assemble, as
the water was channeled so that it made contact with the water wheel near the top, where the water’s
weight and momentum forced the wheel to turn. All three types of wheels, horizontal (figure: 3-1),
overshoot (Figure: 3-2), and undershoot (figure: 3-3), had been used during the Roman period, but were
increasingly prominent during the Middle Ages.
The overshoot mill was more powerful and efficient than either the undershoot or horizontal
mills, but because of the infrastructure required, such as dams and mill races, it was costlier to establish
initially. Such costs must have been weighed against the capabilities of the wheels, with modern estimates

Figure 3-2 A 14th century depiction of an overshoot type water wheel, mill race, and pond with eel cages.
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suggesting that the horizontal wheel would have produced slightly more than a half horsepower, the
undershoot wheel about three horsepower, and the overshoot wheel was capable of as much as forty to
sixty horsepower in its Medieval form.6
One of the key
functions of mills was
grinding wheat into
flour, but as early as the
11th century the addition
of cams to the mill
apparatus contributed to
an increasingly diverse
set of processes that that
could be mechanized.
Records indicate that
mills were used in beer
and paper making,
tanning, fulling and –
most relevant to the
current context –
powering trip hammers.7
These hammers were

Figure 3-3 14th century illustration of a water powered trip hammer. Note the cams and
the undershoot wheel.

designed so that the cam, or in some cases multiple cams, would force the rear of the hammer down,
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thereby lifting the hammer head. When the cam no longer engaged the haft of the hammer, the head
would swing of its own weight striking an anvil placed below, as depicted in figure: 3-3.
Depending on what work was being done, trip hammers could be quite large in some cases the
hammers weighed several hundred kilograms. 8 More often, and for more refined work, there were smaller
hammers that struck more rapidly. 9 Another application of mills relevant to the armorer’s craft was their

Figure 3-4 Example of a 15th century water powered forge bellows.
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use in powering the bellows of the furnaces and forges of the Medieval metallurgist as depicted in figure:
3-4.10

Medieval Metallurgy
A variety of materials were used to make armor, in particular whalebone, horn, and cuir-bouilli,11
but with the beginning of the proliferation of plate armor in the 14 th century, iron and steel increasingly
were the chief materials used in armor production. 12 Both the white armors of the 15th and 16th centuries,
and the coats of plates from the 14th century, were built from iron or steel plates. By the close of the 14th
century, a breastplate weighed between 2.6 and 4.5 kilograms, while helmets were often around 1.8
kilograms.13 To make these plates, iron ore had to be mined and processed into blooms, which then were
hammered into plates and worked into armor.
Mining was the first step of the metallurgical process leading to armor. Iron ore was relatively
common compared to other metals, and because of its use in a wide array of applications, it did not
undergo as significant a decline in production as did other metals following the collapse of the Roman
Empire.14 Iron was mined throughout Europe, and unlike some other metals, the trade in iron did not
become dominated by certain regions as was the case with, say, the tin trade which was centered in
Cornwall and Devon. 15
During the Medieval period, iron was mined predominantly near the surface in pits, caves,
exposed outcrops, and bogs.16 Once the iron ore was extracted, it was broken into chunks and taken to a
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furnace. In antiquity and the early Medieval period, furnaces were stone and clay structures that took
advantage of natural drafts, and later, hand bellows. They had a charging hole through which iron and
charcoal were added, and a second opening at the base of the structure for removing the blooms of iron. 17
The iron in these furnaces – known variously as bloomery iron or wrought iron – was not molten,
and by modern standards it was very impure, as indicated by non-iron ‘slag’ materials in the bloom.
Immediately upon being removed from the furnace, the blooms were beaten on a stone or anvil in an
attempt to expel the slag and roughly shape the bloom into a bar. 18 High slag content was problematic for
using such iron for armor, particularly in the form of large plates, because the inclusion of the slag made
the iron brittle and especially prone to fracture. Accordingly, bloomery iron was ill-suited for making the
larger plates necessary for the full white armors described in chapter 2. Bloomery iron could be used in
applications such as the small plates in scale armor or the links in mail where the failure of one piece was
less critical to the integrity of the armor as a whole. 19
Another factor that reduced bloomery iron’s applicability to plate armor was the often-limited
size of the blooms. Fourteenth century breastplates could weigh up to 4.5 kilograms, and the process of
hammering the bloom, and then forging it into the plate, resulted in a significant amount of lost material.
Accordingly, the initial bloom needed to have more material than the final product. Reproductive
archaeology experiments suggest that between 50% and 75% of a bloom’s weight at the time it was
pulled from the forge was lost in the forging process. 20 Thus, a four-kilogram breastplate would have
required a bloom of between eight and twelve kilograms, and Alan Williams suggests that generally “it
would be reasonable to assume that making armour plates required starting blooms of around 10kg.” 21
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By the beginning of the 14th century, despite the difficulties, metallurgists had the skills to
produce blooms of the requisite size to make plate armor. This was partially achieved by using larger,
hotter furnaces. Similarly, the issue of slag was mitigated by the creation of steel. Steel, which is an alloy
of iron and carbon, was achieved in a large bloomery that was run at a high temperature, creating an
environment in which the iron bloom would absorb a greater proportion of carbon (present from the
charcoal used as fuel). Carbon reacted with iron oxide with the result that the iron separated more cleanly
from the slag, and a bloom of relatively pure steel and a pile of slag could be pulled from the bloomery. 22
Because of the reduction in impurities, bloomery steel was harder and stronger than iron and
provided a superior material for the Medieval armorer. Even if a steel was not achieved, iron armor with a
lower slag content would have been more protective than iron with a higher proportion of slag. Another
advantage of steel is that it could undergo a hardening process. As the name denotes this procedure,
which involved rapidly cooling the piece of steel in water, distinctly increased the hardness of the steel.
The level of hardness achieved was in large part a result of the amount of carbon in the steel and the type
of cooling. For instance, the submersion of a red-hot piece of steel into water was full quenching, which
had the potential to yield the hardest metal, but also risked cracking due to any impurities or
heterogeneous parts in the crystalline structure of the metal. Slack-quenching involved a delayed quench
in water, giving the steel time to cool prior to submersion. Alternatively, the steel might be quenched in
oil or molten lead. In either case, slack-quenched steel did not cool as quickly or to as low a temperature,
as did full quenching in water. Steel that underwent slack-quenching was not as hard as fully quenched
steel; however, it was less brittle and less prone to cracking during the quenching process. 23
Some armorers opted to fully quench their work, and subsequently temper it. The tempering
process, which involved reheating the hardened piece, would decrease the hardness but also relieve much
of the internal stress that hardening had introduced to the piece. Properly tempered steel was significantly
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less brittle. Despite its benefits, many of even the most talented armorers did not fully quench their armor.
At the time tempering was unrefined and in many cases the process failed and the armor was left either
not hard enough, or so hard and brittle as to be ineffective.24
Furnaces capable of producing temperatures needed for making steel were similar to the blast
furnace which began to appear in the second half of the 14th century.25 The blast furnace was a large
construct, often close to five meters tall and resembling a truncated pyramid in shape, as shown in figure:
3-5 which illustrates an English blast furnace. These furnaces were fueled with copious amounts of
charcoal,26 and stoked by waterwheel driven bellows.
The ‘blasts’ of air from the bellows prompted chemical changes to the iron that lowered its
melting temperature from 1550˚ Celsius to 1150˚ Celsius. 27 Blast furnaces were capable of producing
temperatures above 1150˚ Celsius which meant that they could produce molten iron, or cast iron. 28 The

Figure 3-5 Blast furnace with waterwheel powered bellows.
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molten iron was tapped through a hole at ground level, which was plugged with clay during the smelting
process. The molten iron would pour out of the furnace into rough molds, which resembled suckling
pigs.29
The cast iron produced by the blast furnace took up a large amount of carbon, which made it
extremely hard and unusable by traditional smithies and armorers. However, Medieval metallurgists soon
found that a process known as fining would make the metal usable for armor making. Fining involved
reheating the metal, while also subjecting it to a draft of air, until it began to melt. The air on the metal
removed some of the carbon, which in turn made the iron more malleable. 30 The entire process of
smelting iron in a blast furnace and subsequently fining it is known as the indirect process of iron
production, while the bloomery is referred to as the direct process.31
The bloomery and blast furnaces capable of producing large pieces of iron and steel began to
appear during the 14th century just as elements of plate armor became increasingly prevalent. The
availability of large pieces of metal should not be construed as causal in the evolution of armor, rather it
facilitated shifts that had already begun. As noted in Chapter 2, the crossbow had already prompted desire
for protective garb beyond mail; the capacity to produce large pieces of metal simply meant that armorers
had access to the materials needed to realize the plate armors of the 15 th and 16th centuries.
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The Synergy of Metallurgy and Technology in the Armorer’s Craft
Mechanization and metallurgy played important roles in the armorer’s craft. Water
powered bellows stoked the fires of the: smiths’ forges, the bloomery, and the blast furnace. Bellows also
were essential to providing the
decarbonizing draft of air essential to
the fining process. Waterwheels also
drove trip hammers which were used to
remove slag from blooms of iron and
form iron bars into sheets suitable for
armoring.32 Water also powered the
polishing wheels that gave plate armor
its characteristic shine. 33 This
mechanization of metallurgy was
essential in facilitating the production of
large pieces of iron that could be turned
into the plate armor.
The integration of metallurgy
and water powered mechanization in the
armorer’s craft is illustrated in
numerous images from the late Middle
Ages and the early Renaissance. This
chapter concludes with three such
images. The first of these (figure: 3-6) is
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Figure 3-6 Multiple bellows fanning a blast furnace.
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from Georgius Agricola’s De Re Metallica, an expansive mid-16th century treatise on mining and
metallurgy. The drawing shows water powered bellows at a blast furnace. At the far right of the image
there is part of a mostly unillustrated water wheel that is turning the prominent main shaft. Also
noticeable are the cams that lift the bellows, which then compress because of the attached weights, visible
above the bellows.
The second image (figure: 3-7) is a depiction of an armor polisher from the Hausbüch der
Nürnberger Zwölfbrüderstiftungen, a series of chronicles that recorded members of two Nuremburg

Figure 3-7 Armor polisher working at a water powered grindstone.
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homes for aged craftsmen. In this image, from the 1572 chronicle, the craftsman is shown polishing a
piece of armor – likely a breastplate – on one of three grind stones. These stones are powered by a
waterwheel, shown through a window in the background. In addition to the piece the craftsman is
working on there are several other parts of armor, including a helmet.
A final image depicts the synergy of technology and armor making in the god Vulcan’s mythical forge.
Jan Brueghel the Elder’s early 17th century Venus in the Forge of Vulcan portrays a sprawling scene
littered with weapons, armor, and the tools used to make them. Of particular note are the water wheel
driven trip hammers and grindstones at the right of the painting along with the mostly obscured handoperated forge bellows in the left background. Although fantastic, Vulcan’s workspace depicts the
integration of technology and the armorer’s craft

Figure 3-8 Vulcan's forge, cluttered with armor in various stages of completion and the tools used to make it, 17th century.
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Chapter 4
Geography of Medieval Milan
Milan, Florence, Venice, and Genoa were the great cities of Medieval and Renaissance Italy.
Milan thrived in its years of autonomy which lasted from the Peace of Constance in 1187 when the city
gained independence from the Holy Roman Empire, until Milan’s fall, first to the French and later the
Spanish, at the beginning of the 16th century. During its years of self-direction, Milan was an important
trading and manufacturing city and was one of the wealthiest states in Europe. Milan’s prominence was
an important factor that contributed to the development of the city’s preeminent armor industry.
Milan supported a variety of trades, and the city was an industrial center that produced numerous
goods for consumption in the city, its surrounding contado (or countryside), and for export across
Europe.1 Milan was particularly renowned for its textiles and metallurgy. 2 The nearby Alps supplied the
iron (see figure: 4-1) that was integral to the city’s emergence as a center of metallurgy. In his exploration
of metallurgy in Medieval Lombardy, François Menant notes that beginning in the 10 th century there is a
rapid increase in the amount of recorded evidence about Lombard metallurgy. In particular there are
records of monastic royalties on iron products, as well as records of rural or urban laborers connected to
the iron industry, and some records of sales of iron or iron wares. 3 Together these records indicate that the
during the 10th, 11th, and into the 12th centuries many of the miners of the valleys seem to have been serfs
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of local monasteries, but at the same time they owned land and had a fair degree of authority to sell the
iron they produced. 4
One recognition of the autonomy of the iron producers from the middle of the 11 th century is a
dictate issued by Holy Roman Emperor Henry III which guarantees to the men of the Scalve Valley –
situated north west of Bergamo (see figure 4-1) – the rights of their ancestors, in particular the right to
maintain iron trading. In return, the people of the valley were required to pay a tax equivalent in value to a
half ton of iron. 5 There is evidence, from roughly the same period, that iron and manufactured goods like
swords and halberds were taken from the valleys north of Milan to coastal trade centers like Genoa and
Venice and hence to other markets, including the Muslim world. 6

Figure 4-1 Menant's Illustration depicts the metallurgical centers as circles while mines are depicted as triangles.
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Menant’s study of Lombard metallurgy indicates that iron was mined and smelted at numerous
sites in Lombardy (figure: 4-1); and the valleys of Camonica, Sabbia, and Trompia near Bergamo and
Brescia were particularly productive (mining areas are represented as triangles in figure: 4-1). Iron was
either worked into objects in the mountain valleys near where it was mined, or taken to urban centers like
Brescia, Bergamo, Lecco, Como, and Milan (indicated by circles in figure: 4-1) where it was turned into
various products, of which weapons and armor were the most famous.
One of the features that set Milan’s metal industries ahead of the other local centers was the
degree to which the Milanese industry was able to control the Alpine mining regions of its contado.
Milan’s two northern Italian competitors in armor production and metallurgy, Brescia and Bergamo, were
never able to exert a lasting control over the iron producing valleys north of them, indeed the opposite
was the case, iron producers from the valleys extended control into the business of the cities’
metallurgists. In Milan, the mining communities of the contado were controlled, and in some cases the
operation of the mines was in the hands of prominent Milanese craftsmen, namely the Missaglia family
who owned mines near Canzo (see Chapter 5 for notes on the Missaglia family’s vertical integration and
figure: 4-1 for the location of Canzo).
The iron mined in the Alps was transported by means of the region’s various waterways (figure:
4-2) including lakes, rivers, and canals. 7 These waterways provided a reliable means of transport and
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Figure 4-2 Waterways around Milan.

communications between the various Lombard cities. Milan itself had numerous canals that connected the
city to the surrounding rivers, namely the Lambro, Adda and Ticino. Milan’s Medieval canals initially
developed as part of the city’s defenses to prevent attack by Holy Roman Emperor Frederick Barbarossa

37
in the third quarter of the 12th century.8 Figure: 4-3 depicts Milan’s in the 15th century. The innermost
canal, the Fossato Romano dates back to the Roman period, while the circular canal, Fossato, is the moat
described by Bonvisen della Riva in 1288 as part of the city’s perfectly circular defense system of moat

Figure 4-3 Milan's canals, shown in blue, modern buildings and roads in gray and red.
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and wall.9 The Naviglio Grande connected the city to the Ticino in the west and was used to bring the
stone into the city for the construction of the Duomo which began in 1386. 10 The Naviglio Martesana
connected the city with the Lambro and the Adda. 11 In addition to bringing stone into the city, Milan’s
canals also provided irrigation for city gardens, a source of water for hygiene (particularly the washing of
clothing), and transport on barges for a variety of goods. 12
The canals and tributaries of the Po also powered numerous water mills. Bonvesin della Riva,
writing in 1288, suggested that there were more than 900 mills within the Milanese contado. Bonvesin
della Riva’s note was in reference to mills used for grinding grain, but the number of mills and the
accessibility of waterways in the region suggests the viability of mills for powering the bellows, triphammers, and polishing wheels used in the armorer’s crafts.13 Certainly by the reign of Galeazzo Maria
Sforza Duke of Milan from 1466–76, water power was being used in the armoring industry, as the Duke
gifted to Antonio Missaglia, one of Milan’s great armorers (see Chapter 5 for a more extensive discussion
of the Missaglia family), a mill for use in iron working. 14
By the end of the 15th century there were blast furnaces in the region, attested by the development
of firearm and cannon industries in Brescia, Como, Lecco, and Milan which required molten metal for
casting the barrels of artillery and guns. 15
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Milan was also in an advantageous location, able to take advantage of the trade through the
Alpine passes (figure: 4-4), particularly the Septimer, Splügen, and San Bernardino passes, but also the
Greater and Little Saint Bernard passes. Milanese merchants transported armor and weapons through the

Figure 4-4 Map of the major Italian urban centers and overland trade routes (dashed lines) and Alpine passes.

mountains for sale at the Geneva Fairs beginning in the 14th century.16
It was in Milan’s centuries of independence from external control – beginning with the Peace of
Constance with Frederick Barbarossa in the 12th century to the fall of Milan to France and then Spain in
the early 16th century – that Milan was at its most important, becoming one of the great powers of
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Medieval and Renaissance Italy. Facilitating Milan’s rise to prominence was its location. Nestled in the
Po valley, Milan had access to a strong agricultural system, plentiful mineral resources, and Italian and
transalpine trade routes. Together, the availability of resources, and the prominence of the city were
factors that contributed to the preeminence of Milan’s armor industry. If the city had lacked access to key
water and mineral resources then the armor industry likely would not have become as prominent as it did.
Similarly, if Milan had occupied a less important position on the geopolitical stage the city’s armor
industry might have been important, like that of Brescia, but likely not the preeminent center patronized
by Milanese Dukes and foreign dignitaries alike.
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Chapter 5
Milan’s Armorers and Their Clients
Born around 1335 in Tuscany, Francesco Datini, ‘the merchant of Prato,’ rose from humble
means to become a powerful merchant with footholds in Prato, Genoa, Florence, Avignon, and Spain. In
his early years, Datini worked in the Papal city of Avignon where he dealt in arms, selling to both the
mercenary bands that roamed southern France at the time and their sometimes enemy, the Papacy. 1 A
1367 inventory of Datini’s shop indicates that he had 38 helmets, of various types, mainly bascinets, 80
plate based torso defenses, possibly Brigandine or early plate armors, and 23 pairs of gauntlets of iron
plates. In addition to this, Datini also had 12 mail shirts and various other smaller pieces of mail. 2 The
bulk of the merchant’s stock had been imported directly from Milan, or purchased from a Milanese
armorer living and working in Avignon. 3
Datini’s inventory, which shows a breadth of cutting edge 14 th century technology – i.e. early
plate armor – speaks to Milan’s position in the Medieval armor trade. This chapter explores questions
regarding the armorers of Milan, their social status, organization, and where they lived. The chapter also
describes the scales of Milanese armor production from small orders to large requisitions for thousands of
suits of armor, Milan’s role as an exporter, and the clients who purchased Milanese armor. Another theme
that pervades this chapter is the nature of the armor produced by the Milanese armorers. Thus, this
chapter is about the armor made in Milan, those that made it, those that bought it, and the relationships
between them all.
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Milan’s Armor Industry
The first indication of Milan’s arms trade is the mention of the Via Spadari, or street of the sword
smiths in 1066 (the street is located in the red oval of figure: 5-1).4 The Via Spadari flows into the

Figure 5-1 This map of Milan from the 16th century shows the city encircled by the Spanish walls that were begun in the middle
part of that century. Within the latter Spanish wall there is a second circle that is the Medieval wall of which Bonvesin wrote in
De Magnalibus Mediolani. The red oval represents the general region where the armorers, swords makers, and goldsmiths
worked. The blue circle is the Duomo, the green circle is located at the Sforza’s castle, and the yellow circle marks the Porta
Romana gate.

Contrada degli Armorari (street of the armorers) as it approached the ducal castle (green circle figure: 51). The armorers’ district was in the center of Medieval Milan near the swordsmiths, goldsmiths, and the
Duomo (blue circle in figure: 5-1), and at most a kilometer away from the ducal castle.
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Weapons from the Lombard metallurgical centers, were sold through Genoa or Venice to the
Muslim world, until a Papal edict from the Third Lateran Council forbad such sales in 1179, by which
time the Crusader states of the Levant provided another market for the Lombard weapons and armor. 5 By
the end of the 13th century, Milan’s armor industry also was flourishing and serving far-flung clients. As
noted by Alan Williams Bonvesin della Riva indicated in his De Magnalibus Mediolani that:
There are in this place an amazing number of weapon forges, that produce daily every kind of
arms, like mail shirts, coats of plates, breastplates and splints, great helmets, basinets, caps,
collars, gloves, greaves, cuisses and poleyens, spears, swords etc. They are all [made] from
hardened and polished steel, gleaming like mirrors… There are shield-makers who manufacture
shields and other weapons in incredible numbers. From here from this city supplies the other
cities of Italy with all kinds of weapons. 6

The armor products described by Bonvesin della Riva indicate that the Milanese armor industry
was technologically advanced for the era, producing a variety plate armor pieces in an era still dominated
by mail armor use (see Chapter 2). The Milanese armorers remained at the fore of their craft, and the
region is credited with producing the first suits of plate armor, indeed the Avant armor (figure 2-5) is the
first example of a complete suit of plate armor.
Milanese craftsmen sold their weapons and armor far and wide, serving patrons in Milan, Venice,
Genoa, Savoy, France, England, the Papal territories, Southern Germany, and further afield (see figure: 55 and the section on the clients of Milanese armorers later in this chapter). Powerful lords, princes, and
kings amassed massive assemblages of armor. One example of this is the supply of armor prepared by
Frederic the Lombard, a Milanese merchant-armorer, at Bruges for the French king Philip the Fair’s 1295
mustering. The armor prepared included: 5,067 coats of plates, 4,511 mail shirts, 1,374 gorgets (a type of
neck defense), 2,853 helmets, 751 pairs of gauntlets, and over 6,000 shields. 7 For further notes on larger
armor purchases see Appendix A.
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By the 14th century there is evidence that the armor industry of Milan was capable of rapidly
responding to armor requisitions large and small. Records indicate that orders were placed with Milanese
armorers for hundreds and occasionally thousands of pieces of armor. 8 In one case from the 1420s,
Milanese armorers were able to assemble 4,000 suits of horsemen armor and 2,000 suits for footmen in a
matter of days. This feat indicates the capacity of Milan’s armor industry and suggests that supplies of
armor were kept in stocks. 9 At the same time, Milan’s armorers also fielded much smaller orders, as is the
case of a 1278 order by a single merchant from Cremona for an armor with iron sleeves and gloves, three
iron helms, two swords, and a shield. 10
In part, Milan’s armorers were able to meet such varied demand because of the way that they had
organized themselves. The Milanese armorers formed into companies and many of the great armorers
were as much merchants as craftsmen, both manufacturing and selling their wares. These companies were
not restricted in the number of assistants that could work under a master armorer – as was the case in
some of the Southern German armor centers where guild regulations delineated the number of
journeymen an armorer could employ.11 Milanese armor companies could expand and contract as dictated
by the demands of the market. It was only as the armor market began to dwindle in the 16 th century that
the Milanese armorers, in an attempt to regulate Milan’s arms trade, formed an Università. This guild-like
trade organization controlled the prerequisites for opening a workshop and demanded registration of an
armorer’s mark, and even banned the importation of foreign-made armors.12
Within the armor companies there was “a high degree of specialisation of a kind we can associate
with mass-production. The journeymen employed by these Milanese merchant armorers often did nothing
but forge the same particular part of a complete armour over and over again.” 13 One way that the
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Milanese armor companies filled orders was through subcontracting with another armorer or armor
workshop specialized in producing certain types of armor. For example, the mid-15th century Milanese
armorer Giovanni de Deviziis contracted with Giancomino da Trocazzano’s workshop to produce helmets
for Deviziis’ workshop. 14 This style of specialization and sub-contracting is thought to have been a key
element in the industry’s capacity to quickly fill large orders.
The sub-contracts generally lasted for two years, which speaks to armorers’ need to remain
adaptable to shifting market trends by not tying themselves either to long term employees or enduring
contracts. However, there are instances of contracts between armorers that were set to last longer than two
years.15 Within the armor companies, upward mobility was not entirely based on an individual’s
attainment of the title of ‘master armorer’ and there were some journeymen armorers who became
wealthy partners in armoring companies, even if they did not become master armorers themselves. 16
The number of armorers in Milan remained relatively similar between Bonvesin’s account in
1288 and the next known record from 1474. The late 15th century tally indicates that there were 72 master
armorers in Milan. Each of these armorers would have had numerous apprentices, journeymen, and
assistants working under them, although how many of these additional workers were employed at a given
time is not evident through this study’s sources. That said, it is generally assumed that assistants would
have outnumbered the master armorers. 17 One example that speaks to the ratio between master armorers
and assistants is Louis XI of France’s request that Jacobino Ayroldo, a master armor from Milan, and
twelve of his journeymen come with their tools to make armor for him. 18 Whether such a proportion of
assistants to masters was larger or smaller than the average is unclear.
François Menant notes that “the end of the 14th century and the 15th century marks the apogee of
Lombard armor making. Technically the Lombard armors achieved their maximum quality, their lightest
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weight, and their greatest effectiveness. Certain Milanese armors were veritable objects of art.” 19
Regarding the number of armorers, Menant’s assertion that the end of the 14 th and the 15th century marked
the highpoint of Milan’s armor industry seems particularly relevant as in the 16th century the number of
armorers in Milan began to decline, and by 1531 – just as Spain was about to cement its control of the
city – there were only 25 master armorers in Milan. 20 By the 1580s the value of armor imported into
Milan was nearly half that of the city’s armor exports. 21 The decline of Milan’s armor industry in the 16th
century is dealt with more extensively in Chapter 6.

Milan’s Armorers and their Works
The preponderance of Medieval armorers will go unnamed and largely unknown, their works
rusted and forgotten. Assuredly, many Milanese armors fall into this category, but one of the distinctive
features of the Milanese armor industry – one that attests to its preeminence – is the extent of modern
knowledge concerning the leading Milanese armorers. In large part the examination of Milan’s armorers
is the study of Milan’s two most famous families, the Missaglia and the Negroli.
The Missaglia, more fully de Negroni da Ello detto Missaglia, were a family of armorers that
came to prominence with the work of Tommaso Missaglia (active 1430–1450s) and continued with the
work of his son Antonio Missaglia (active 1441–1496). The Missaglia produced some of the finest armors
of the 15th century. One example is a suit of armor (figure: 5-1) made for Frederick I Elector of Palatinate
in the early 1450s by Tommaso in concert with Antonio and two other Milanese armors, Innocenzo da
Faerno and Antonio Seroni.22 In this armor the Milanese masters exhibit their awareness and capacity to
cater to the fashion preferences of their client foreign, using a helmet style and shoulder defenses different
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from what would have been common in 1450s Italian armor. 23
A sense of this difference can be gained by comparing
Frederick I’s armor (figure: 5-2) with the Avant armor (figure:
2-5). The two suits have very different arm segments, leg
components, and helmets, but the breastplate, plackart, and
fauld are very similar. Beyond being able to adjust to the
stylistic needs of the client, Alan Williams’ metallurgical
analysis of Frederick I’s armor indicates that the Missalgias and
their colleagues were not only able to adjust to meet their
client’s stylistic preference, they were able to do so while
working with quality steel, which they strengthened through
quenching.24
Beyond producing numerous other high-quality suits of
armor, and being able to fill large orders, what sets the
Missaglia apart from many of their contemporaries was their
shrewd business sense. 25 The family was able to capitalize on
its reputation, and their work was popular across Europe, so
much so that in 1436 Tommaso Missaglia hired Gaspare de
Zugnio di Milano to travel across Italy and Spain collecting
26

money that was owed to the family. The breadth of their

Figure 5-2 Armor of Frederick I Elector of
Palatinate, mid-15th century.

business served the Missaglias well and they lived and worked in an elaborate home on the Via Spadari,
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in central Milan. The Missaglia’s home (blue circle in figure: 5-3), which was later purchased by the
Negroli family, is described as a multistory building, with a courtyard, storeroom, and a portico.27
Although it was demolished in 1901, pre-demolition drawings and Medieval accounts indicate that the

Figure 5-3 Map of Milan from 1580 with the Missaglia home highlighted.
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house was highly decorated with frescos depicting landscapes, emblems of the family and the Sforza
Dukes, carved columns, and terracotta window decorations.28
The Missaglias also had the rights to a mill/workshop near the Porta Romana, (circled in yellow
in figure: 5-1), one of the six main gates that permitted entry through the city walls. 29 The rent for this
property was a helmet paid to the Duke of Milan each year. 30 Antonio Missaglia built on his father’s
accomplishments, acquiring another mill outside the city walls in 1469. More remarkably, in 1470,
Antonio was given a lease on land with several iron mines in the mountains between Como and Lecco
near the Canzo forrest and lake Segrino (potentially represented in figure: 4-1 by the triangle adjacent to
‘Canzo’;). In 1472, Antonio and his brother Damiano were allowed to purchase this land, the fief of Corti
di Casale, from the Duke. 31 The land was near the river Lambro, and likely it was by this route that the
Missaglias’ iron was taken the roughly 45 kilometers to Milan.
By the last quarter of the 15th century the Missaglia family had established a business model
based on vertical integration. 32 The family controlled the entire process of armor fabrication, from
extracting and refining the iron ore, crafting the armor, and selling it. The exact impacts of this level of
control are unclear; what is certain is that the Missaglia family continued to be a central part of the
Milanese armor industry and that this translated into importance in Milanese society more broadly.
In 1435, Tommaso was knighted by Duke Filippo Maria Visconti, emphasizing that the family
had achieved a status in city life beyond that of even successful craftsmen. The Missaglia home and
workshop, with its lavish frescos, carved columns, and terracotta window decorations, was a frequent stop
on foreign dignitaries’ tours of the city.33 Indeed, when Milan’s Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza hosted his
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new ally, the Bastard of Burgundy, in 1475, the duke’s son took the guest to Antonio Missaglia’s house
where the Burgundian bought armor for himself, his sons, and several others. 34 Missaglia’s success was
not singularly the result of their skilled craftsmanship; their social mobility and ability to acquire property
may in part be related to the Visconti and Sforza patronage of, and habitual indebtedness to, the family.
This relationship seems to have begun with Tommaso Missaglia, who, a few years after being
knighted, was exempted from paying taxes in the city. 35 When Francesco Sforza came to power, he made
Tommaso and Antonio Missaglia his official court armorers.36 By 1455 Fransesco Sforza owed Antonio
Missaglia 18,000 lire, a striking sum when compared with the 32 lire paid for a single suit of armor made
by a contemporary armorer from another workshop. 37 Galeazzo Maria Sforza accrued an even greater
debt than his father had, at one point owing the astonishing amount of 100,000 lire to the Missalgias.38 To
give some meaning to this sum, a good quality horse could cost up to 160 lire and highly paid ducal
councilors in Galeazzo Maria’s court had an annual salary of equivalent to 950 lire. 39
Given these circumstances it is of little surprise that the Missaglia were repeatedly privileged by
the Milanese Dukes. Perhaps the most distinct examples of the Dukes’ willingness to act on behalf of the
family occurred in 1458 when Antonio Missaglia was able to convince Francesco Sforza to stay the
execution of Antonio’s brother. 40 What is perhaps even more surprising about the relationship is that the
Sforzas’ indebtedness did not cripple the Missaglia’s capacity to do business; indeed, the Missaglia’s
capacity to function with such outstanding payments is a testament to the success of their business. 41
Despite their prominence through the 15th century the Missaglia armorers receded, for uncertain
reasons, from the Milanese armor industry in the first decades of the 16th century. The family home,
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workshops, mills, and mines were sold to the increasingly prominent Negroli family (the family’s true
surname was Barini) during the first quarter of the 16th century.42 Members of the Negroli family had
been working as armorers in Milan since the mid-15th century, and there is some evidence that Giovanni
Negroli worked in the Missaglia shop during the 1450s. 43 Regardless, by the beginning of the 16th century
Giovanni Negroli’s sons and grandsons had taken over the family business and largely displaced the
Missaglia as the most prominent of Milan’s armorers.
While the Missaglia are distinctive because of their business savvy, the Negroli draw attention
because of the remarkable artistry that defined much of their work. The best known of the many
grandsons of Giovanni was Filippo Negroli, active in the 1530s through the 1550s. Filippo and his
brothers are the definitive armorers of the all’antica style of armor that – much like broader artistic trends
of the Renaissance – drew on classical Roman and Greek symbolism instilling it in highly decorative
parade armors.44
Filippo Negroli’s works include
a shield decorated with an embossed
face of Medusa (figure: 5-4). His piece
was given to Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V in 1541. The Medusa shield is
lavishly decorated in gold and silver.
The embossed Medusa face
symbolically places the holder of the
shield in the role of the Greek hero
Perseus, who having decapitated the
Figure 5-4 Filippo Negroli's shield with embossed Medusa.
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Medusa was hence able to use the head to turn his enemies to stone. 45
Perhaps the greatest of the many remarkable pieces produced by the Filippo Negroli is the
Burgonet now housed at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (figure: 5-5). This helmet was made from a
single piece of low carbon steel, elaborately worked into shape and embossed. 46 It is a masterful example
of the skill of Filippo Negroli, but despite its splendor, scholars are unsure for whom this helmet was
made. It’s small size precludes Filippo’s traditional clients Charles V and Francis I of France, as both men

Figure 5-5 Exquisitely decorated, this Burgonet is often seen as Filippo Negroli’s seminal work.
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were of very large stature. It has been suggested that the helmet might have been destined for a youth,
potentially, one of the two clients’ offspring. 47
In many ways, the metaphorical star of Milan’s armor industry shone brightest just prior to
fading, and so it was that the Negroli, like the Missaglia, disappeared from Milan’s armor trade after
having dominated it for the bulk of the 16th century. Filippo retired, possibly due to poor health, relatively
early in his career, and the last two decades of his life saw him working on decorative hair trinkets to
make ends meet, succumbing to blindness, and slipping ever deeper into poverty. 48 Although Filippo’s
brothers and their sons continued the family business, the death of his brother, Domenico, in 1571
signaled the end of armor crafting in the family, and Cesare, the great great grandson of Giovanni Negroli
leveraged the family’s wealth – already diversified by investments beyond the arms trade – to establish
himself as a prominent Milanese banker. 49

The Export of Milanese Armor and Armorers
Milanese armor was worn throughout Europe and the extent of its use is indicative of the
preeminence of Milan’s armor industry. Milanese armor exports can be grouped into three types: first
there were instances of Milanese armor being sold in other locations, exemplified by the records of
Fransesco Datini’s shop in Avignon. Second there are cases of Milanese armorers living and working in
other places, which represents the export of not just the armor, but of the craftsmen themselves. Finally,
there are instances of foreigners coming to Milan to purchase their armor, or ordering it to be sent to
them.
The first form of armor export is perhaps the simplest, and Datini’s records again provide the
premier account of this kind of armor sale. The 1367 inventory of armor indicates that much of the
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Datini’s stock was supplied by Basciamuolo of Pescina and Danesruollo of Como. The armor from these
workshops was wrapped in straw and then packaged in cloth ‘bales’ which were loaded onto donkeys for
the roughly 550 kilometer, three week trek from Milan to Avignon. 50 Datini continued to purchase from
these armorers, and a 1370 order filled by Bascianmuolo contained eleven bales of armor, while orders
later in the 1370s brought a further 47 bales. 51 In 1394, Datini’s shop in Avignon prepared a business
venture, shipping Milanese armor to Barcelona, hoping to realize a 15% profit on investment, while
taking into account the extra risks and costs of transporting the armor to Spain. 52 This category of export
also includes merchants or merchant–armorers traveling and selling armor, for instance, merchants selling
Milanese armor at the annual Geneva Fairs.53
The second model of armor export from Milan involved the relocation of armorers themselves.
Milanese armorers operated in places other than Milan for a variety of reasons. There are instances of an
armorer or a group of armorers deciding to establish workshops in cities other than Milan to further their
own wealth. The Missaglia family was able to build on its highly successful shop in Milan by establishing
‘branch’ shops in Rome, Naples, Tours, and Barcelona.54 The Missaglias were not alone in opening
branch shops; in 1425 the Milanese armorer Jean Meraviglia established a workshop in Tours. His
descendants ran the shop until the close of the 16th century.55 Closer to Milan, there are numerous
instances of Milanese armorers working in Brescia: three quarters of the 167 armorers who worked in
Brescia between 1388 and 1486 were of Milanese origin. 56
In another type of intellectual/craft export, Milanese craftsmen were frequently sought to serve as
court armorer – widely considered the best armorers – for European lords. Court armorers lived in their
patron’s court, and in exchange for a fixed salary, often with further benefits, such as tax exemptions or
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additional payments, maintained and made armor according to the lord’s needs. An example of this
arrangement is the case of the brothers Gabriele and Francesco da Merate. The Holy Roman Emperor
Maximilian I paid the Merate siblings to establish a courtly workshop in Arbois in the 1490s, offering
1,000 francs and 1,000 florins as part of a three-year contract with the two Milanese armorers. 57 Another
instance was Henry VIII of England’s attempt to improve the quality of the English armor industry. He
established royal armories at Greenwich and Southwark headed by Italian armorers, and later by
craftsmen brought from the German centers of armor production which were increasingly competitive
with Milan in the 16th century. (Milan’s coopetition with the southern German armor centers is discussed
as part of the decline of the industry in Chapter 6).58
It was not only in northern Europe that Milanese armorers found employment in lordly courts.
East of Milan, the powerful Gonzaga family in Mantua employed Milanese court armorers for much of
the 15th and 16th centuries. Writing to his ambassador to Venice in 1524, the Gonzaga Marquis of Mantua
notes that his Milanese court armorer, Caremolo Modrone, made three or four suits of armor a year, either
for the Marquis or to give as gifts. 59 The court armorers of the lords of Mantua were not exclusively in the
service of Mantua, and the craftsmen were allowed to fabricate orders for other clients – particularly
friends of Mantua, like the Este lords of Ferrara – and in so doing the court armorers occasionally traveled
and stayed in proximity to the client while the armor was being made.60
The final way in which Milanese armor was exported throughout Europe was through the
purchase of Milanese armor by individual foreigners who then returned to their homeland with that armor.
Two instances of this have already received note in this thesis: Henry VIII’s armor depicted in Chapter 1
and the Bastard of Burgundy’s 1475 visit to Antonio Missaglia’s shop. Another prime example is the
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patronage of the Missaglia workshop by the king of Denmark, who in 1474, wrote to Duke Galeazzo
Maria Sforza to arrange a visit to Milan to purchase a suit of armor. Given the royal nature of this visit, it
received a great deal of pomp and there were many extravagances, but at its essence was the acquisition
of Milanese armor by a foreign buyer. 61

The Armorers’ Clients
The Milanese armorers served many of the most powerful figures in Medieval and Renaissance
Europe. Lords of Ferrara and Mantua, kings of Denmark, France, and England, and the Holy Roman
Emperors, were some of the Milanese armorers’ many patrons. In his exploration of Lombard metallurgy,
François Menant maps the extent of Milanese armor exports (figure: 5-6). Menant depicts places of
Milanese armor sales as circles and locations where Milanese armorers set up workshops as triangles.
Menant’s map is limited in that it does not differentiate between locations that represent new workshops
and those that are indicative of Milanese court armorers. A further issue with Menant’s map is that
instances – like that of the King of Denmark’s armor purchase – are either not recorded, or have been
subsumed within Milan’s map marker. The extent of Milan’s armor exports exceeded that depicted in
figure: 5-6. Despite these shortfalls, Menant’s map has been reproduced here because it illustrates the
geographic dispersion across Europe of Milan’s armor and armorers. The manner in which Milanese
armor transcended boundaries and leapt geographic distance speaks to the reputation and quality of
Milanese armor, as well as the charisma of the armors. Fundamentally, the breadth Milan’s armor exports
qualify and attest to the preeminence of the Milanese armor industry.
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As a final note on the export of Milanese armor, records of armor purchases are replete with
nobles, kings, and princes. However, these patrons represent only a part, albeit a powerful one, of the
armorers’ clientele. Even the armorers responsible for the most lavish of decorative armor, like the
Missaglia and the Negroli families, also fabricated armor of a more pedestrian ilk. 62 Indeed, sales of lower
and medium quality armors were more lucrative for armorers than the fabrication of high-end armors that
required expensive materials like gold and silver. It is telling that Filippo Negroli’s cousin, who
specialized such making ‘everyday’ armors, was far wealthier than Filippo, even at the height of Filippo’s
career crafting all’antica armors.63

Figure 5-6 Menant's illustration depicting the extent of Milanese armor exports in the 15th century.
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Whether crafting daily armor or extravagant pieces, Milanese armorers rightly achieved fame and
fortune. The men and their armors were sought after by the elites of Europe. At the same time these
craftsmen were able to produce armor of ‘everyday’ quality in large quantities. The skill and capacity of
Milan’s armorers, their wealth and position in society, and the breadth of commerce and export,
significantly contributed to the preeminence of the Milanese armor industry.
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Chapter 6
The Preeminent Center
Developments in armor, evolving mechanical technology, changing political environments, and
access to natural resources and trade routes spurred Milan’s armor industry. Milan’s craftsmen were
artists of the highest order and the products from Milanese armorers were desired far and wide, a fact that
Milan’s merchants were able to leverage into significant commercial success. The combination of these
elements defined a spatial and temporal context in which Milan was able to become, for a time, the locus
of European armor production. Like its rise to prominence, the decline of the Milanese armor industry
was the result of a intersection of factors, namely changing geopolitics, greater competition from other
armor centers, and the steady decline of armor use in European warfare.

Decline of the Industry
Fundamentally, the decline of Milan’s armor industry resulted from several contributing factors.
First, despite the great works of the Negroli and of their 16th century contemporaries, the general quality
of Milan’s armor declined in the later parts of the 16th century.1 One element of this change was the
abandonment of hardening techniques by the Milanese armorers, likely due to perceived incompatibility
with the fire-gilding decorative technique that had supplanted the less decorative, if perhaps more
practical, practice of hardening. 2
Another factor that contributed to the decline of the Milanese armor industry was the increased
competition from the industries of southern Germany and Brescia. The industry in Brescia, best known
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for producing a plentiful supply of unadorned, but effective armors competed with Milan largely at the
pedestrian end of the market. 3 Some high quality decorative pieces were produced in Brescia, though
never to the same quality or number as in Milan. A more all-encompassing challenge was posed by the
German industries, which produced numerous highly talented armorers able to take advantage of their
proximity to the Hapsburg court. Maximilian I, Charles V, and Philip II of Spain were partial to works
from the leading German armories. Maximilian, noted in Chapter 5 for hiring Milanese craftsmen to work
in his armory at Arbois, also established an important court armory at Innsbruck. 4 The Emperor’s
patronage of Milan and its chief competitor is emblematic of the rise of the German industry vis-à-vis the
Milanese armorers. The German armor centers were able to corner the market for ‘everyday’ armors – an
outgrowth of the threat of Turkish invasion across the Hungarian frontier. 5
Finally, the decline of Milan’s armor industry can be linked to the broader decline of armor use
throughout Europe. The increasing ubiquity and effectiveness of firearms drove increases in the thickness
– and corresponding weight – of armor to the extent that infantry soldiers increasingly opted for partial
armors, like those of the Almain Rivets described in Chapter 2, or no armor at all. 6 Armorers did not
passively let the changes occur, and the 16th century has several attempts – all largely futile – by armorers
to protect their industry. In most cases, these took the form of controls on either the importation of foreign
armor, as was noted in regard to Milan, or guild controls on how long it took and who could become a
master armorer, as was the case in the German center of Augsburg.7
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The Preeminent Center
This thesis has engaged with broad topics like the development of armor and technology through
the Medieval and Renaissance periods, as well as providing focused inquiries into the history of Milan
and the armorers who lived there. Current sources preclude labeling of a key causal or determinant factor
in the making or unmaking of Milan’s armor industry; accordingly, instead of looking for an absent
linchpin, this thesis paints a picture of the landscape that undergirds and frames the Milanese armor
industry as a whole. In so doing, the investigation highlights the complexity, interplay, and connectedness
of technology, culture, politics, history, and geography that are integral to understanding the spatial and
temporal circumstance in which Milan led armor production in Europe.
Stuart Pyhrr and José Godoy assess regional armor production, and differentiate Milan’s armor
industry:
Throughout the Middle Ages the demand for arms and armor was constant, and
the fabrication of arms was likely to be found in almost every European city of any
size… on the other hand, the manufacture of mail and plate armor required specialized
training and skill, a concentration of machinery like forges and polishing mills, and an
easy access to iron ore…the special requirements of men, machinery, and materials
inevitably led to the concentration of manufacturing centers in certain geographic areas…
of these… Milan was the first to establish its preeminence in the manufacture and
commerce of arms in Europe, and it steadfastly maintained that supremacy well into the
sixteenth century. 8
Milan had access to the variety of components required to achieve leadership in manufacturing
armor. Additionally, the Milanese armor industry earned broad recognition for producing extraordinary
armors that were sought after across Europe. Milan’s armors were popular among contemporary
customers, and admired by modern scholars.
Simply put, for much of the Medieval period, Milan’s armor was seen as superior. Milan garnered
significant domestic and foreign patronage, and its and armorers enriched themselves by selling their
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armor in foreign markets. One final example attesting to the desirability and reputation of Milanese armor
occurred in 1398. In preparation for an expected duel, Henry Bolingbroke ordered, by way of Duke
Giangaleazzo Visconti, armor from Milan. 9 This armor was not intended as a decorative parade piece;
rather, it had the more visceral task of protecting the wearer in combat. It is telling that the man who
would later rule England as Henry IV sought out Milanese armor in the face of impending combat. 10
There is still much to learn about the Milanese armor industry. A survey of Italian-, Latin-, and
Lombard-language primary and secondary sources (beyond the English- and French-language sources
used here), could expand the scope and granularity of this thesis, and possibly increase the body of
information available regarding Milanese armorers outside the Missaglia and Negroli families.
Accordingly, a study that combined inspection of the Milanese archival documents and an ‘on-theground’ exploration of Milan’s urban development might yield a higher resolution depiction of where the
armorers lived and worked, the average size of a workshop, how many orders they were able to fill, etc.
Further study of the Milan’s armor industry might also shed light on why the Missaglia family
disappeared from the armor industry: whether it simply was a matter of individuals in the family pursuing
alternative careers, or if other factors led to, or perhaps forced the family out of the industry.
The exploration of these queries, although possibly impactful to the content of this thesis, are
beyond the scope of the present study, which is, at its core, about the ways in which Milan’s human,
infrastructural, and material resources enabled it to achieve preeminence in European armor production.
There is no single factor defining the rise or fall of the Milanese armor industry; rather, numerous
interrelated circumstances, events, and geographies allowed Milan’s armor industry to become – in the
words of a contemporary – “admired by all the world.” 11
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Appendix A
Weights and Costs of Armor
Weights of Armor
Modern observers often perceive armor as being extremely cumbersome and heavy, particularly
the plate armor of the late Medieval and early Renaissance periods. However, for the most part this was
not the case. Plate battle armors weighed around 20–25 kilograms, comparable to the gear worn by
modern soldiers.1 Similarly, most armor did not excessively impact the wearer’s range of motion or
ability to complete tasks such as mounting or dismounting a horse, walking, or even running. There are
accounts of knights climbing up the underside of ladders as training, indicative of a reasonable range of
motion and flexibility.
Tournament armor often reached higher weights (nearing 45kg), but given the context of jousting,
such a tradeoff between mobility (not exceedingly important in the joust) and increased protection made
sense. Accordingly, the heft of tournament armors should not be seen as representative of all armor, or
even later plate armor; rather, it shows one highly specialized sub-strain of armor.
In terms of weight, the armors shown in this work represent a variety of pieces, largely from the
15th century, with a smattering of some 16th century armor and some reproduction armor, but together
they give some sense of armor weights. The example of scale armor (figure: 2-1) and the plate armor of
Frederic I Elector of Palatinate (figure: 5-2) are not included because their weights could not be found.
The armor of Henry VIII (figure: 1-1) that is depicted in the introduction of this work weighs
22.9kg. The Avant armor (figure: 2-5) weighs slightly less than 26kg and is another example of a suit of

Dirk H. Breiding, “Arms and Armor: Common Misconceptions and Frequently Asked Questions,” In
Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000.) Accessed
March 25, 2018. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/aams/hd_aams.htm.
1
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full plate armor. The Brigandine with plate extremities (figure: 2-9) weighs 18.6kg, although it should be
noted that this armor is a modern assembly of pieces found in different locations. 2 Despite being a modern
assembly it gives a sense of the look, and weight, of a 15th century suit of armor. The mail shirt from
Nuremburg (figure: 2-3) weighs about 9kg, although earlier mail habergeon weighed more as they
extended further down the legs. For further examples of armor weights see Claude Blair’s European
Armour.
Cost of Armor
Pricing of armor changed over the course of the Medieval period and was greatly impacted in the
later Middle Ages and Renaissance by the quality of the armor, who had made the armor, and if the armor
was decorated. Broader economic trends also influenced the cost of armor. For instance, in 1441 Sir John
Cressy, a professional soldier, paid a little over £8 for a stock Milanese armor, but a century and a half
later, Prince Henry paid £340 for a suit of armor. In large part the difference between these prices is the
result of the increasing cost of labor in Europe, which doubled in the century and a half between the two
purchases. The cost disparity is probably deepened by the likelihood that Henry’s armor was custom
made and decorated. 3
Even within similar time frames, the price of armor could be influenced by the standing of the
armorer producing the piece. In 1458 Pier Innocenzo, a Milanese armorer, was commissioned to make
twelve suits of armor, for 32 lire each; eight years later, renowned armorer Antonio Missaglia was
commissioned by the Duke of Milan to produce a hundred complete armors, for which he was paid
20,000 lire, or 200 lire per suit. 4
In the 16th century the discrepancy between the munition or ‘everyday’ armor at the low end and
the highly decorative upscale armors was very great. In 1512–1513, Henry VIII of England purchased

“Composite Armor of Brigandine and Plate.” The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Accessed March 23,
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7,000 suits of armor from Milan and Florence for about sixteen shillings a suit. These prices are miniscule
compared to the mid-16th century Eagle Garniture produced by Jörg Seusenhofer for Ferdinand II of Tyrol
at the cost of 1258 florins, a sum roughly twelve times the annual salary of a high-status civil servant. 5
For more on the costs of armor see Matthias Pfaffenbichler’s Armourers and Alan Williams’ The Knight
and the Blast Furnace.
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